KATRINA DEL MAR PRESS
"...del Mar has a wide vision and a natural eye for beauty that shines through in every 8x10."
- New York Press
"...her photos are unique because of what she brings to the shoot - an uncanny ability to capture a moment
and make it look beautiful, no matter what the subject matter"
- Carbon 14
"Photogenic local celebrities filling up frames with unique personality is nothing unusual, but here they exude
an intimate chemistry that only del Mar seems to draw out" -Lola Rephann, NYPress

"...she's such a major league cutie...she could easily take over Bunny [Yeager]'s former claim as the 'world's
prettiest photographer.'" - Carbon 14
"..go to Katrina del Mar at once and let her shoot you. Because she's the best, and she'll make you look cool.”
"BEST OF MANHATTAN" BEST BAND PHOTOS - NEW YORK PRESS
"...When I get bored I do something. Instead of getting stoned, I make a film."
-Katrina as quoted by the Miami Hurricane
"Annie Leibovitz, look out." -Girlfriends Magazine
"This is filth of the highest quality, folks!" -Peter Bagge HATE comics
"Photographer Katrina del Mar isn't here to make nice-She's here to make art." HX
"Photographer Katrina del Mar delves into genuine family values. While these folks may not be bound by
blood, their interdependence is no less strong." TIME OUT New York

GANG GIRLS 2000 PRESS
HHHH1/2 “This movie has sexy chicks, campiness to spare and a rockin' soundtrack. First-time filmmaker
Katrina Del Mar has put together a really fun, energized little movie that takes its low budget constraints and
turns them into strengths. The film looks (and sounds) gritty, which suits the material perfectly. And with a cast
that includes Runaways cofounder Kari Krome and Kembra Pfahler of the Voluptuous Horror of Karen Black-"Gang Girls 2000" is everything you could want in an indie flick and more”.
Four and a half stars - Chris Parcellin, Film Threat
"....Rock n Roll is back in a big way. So why can't indie films get it right? Lucky for us, there are directors
whose work is truly "underground," far exceeding Indiewood in style, sexiness, adrenaline, humor and truth.
Take GANG GIRLS 2000, by Katrina del Mar, the story of the war between "the Sluts" and "the Glitter Girls."
This movie has dialogue that would make Russ Meyer blush. "That's a cute trick, little trick baby, but you glitter
bitches are gonna eat my red burning bush before I'm through, [Cherry, I'll cut] you!" Tough and unforgiving, it
made me want to go out and fuck shit up. Squid, from the Lunachicks, rules the Sluts, putting in a notably
nasty villain performance. There's an aggressive sexuality in these ladies that would make anyone cream their
jeans. Del Mar, known for her amazing photographs of Lower East Side freaks and rockers, builds on decades
of traditional James Dean archetypes and comes out with a girl rebel vision that is truly unique.." - Sarah
Jacobson, IFC Rant
"Katrina del Mar's 27 minute GANG GIRLS 2000 makes a powerful companion piece; a fiction about girl gangs
(the Ponies, Glitter Girls), it depicts their antics (mostly fighting and kissing each other) by mixing black and
white with color and clear close ups with fuzzier shots, edited with an excellent sense of rhythm and the erotic
possibilities of brief close up images of a whip or a pair of lips. It's light and humorous, a fantasy that moves
from violence to sex rather than vice versa, drawing its energy not from single objects or figures but from
connections between editing, speech rhythms, and character and camera movement."
- The Chicago Reader
"....Far more fun was East Village photographer Katrina del Mar's S8-to-video short, GANG GIRLS 2000, a
vivid, sexy, and pretty witty account of the causes and effects of a Coney Island grrrl-rumble."
“Festival Wrap-Ups (CUFF)”- Peter Hall, New York Film & Video Monitor
A Festival Makes the Experimental Accessible (MIX 13) "...The true winner is GANG GIRLS 2000 by Katrina
del Mar. It appears Ms. Del Mar is the lesbian stepchild of Kenneth Anger. She does her spiritual step-dad
mighty proud with this 20-minute opus to grrrl gangs." -aaron krach, LGNY Film
"Independent films? You call yourself independent? You aint seen nothing till you've seen Katrina del Mar's
movie. Watching this NYC kid grow in her ventures, her eye really takes a turn in the movie media. With no
money or backing, wild woman Katrina del Mar displays her real sense of NYC gangland history in her satyrical
take of the underworld lifestyles." -Lucky Lawler, New York WASTE
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Katrina del Mar is a self-taught photographer who started
shooting pictures roughly ten years ago. Her sexy, bad girl
images have inspired journalists to call her "decadent, romantic"
and the "authoritative documentrix of pussycore culture." She's
been compared to many, but her style stands its own. Her work
has been seen on CD covers for bands such as the Lunachicks,
Stereophonics, the Meices, Sexpod, and The Voluptuous Horror
of Karen Black, as well as in magazines such as Time Out NY,
Bikini, Rolling Stone, Scream Queens, and her own photozines.
We recently had the good fortune to sit down with her and pick
her brain.

Hellfire: Tell us first, how you got into photography.
Katrina: My brother got into photography as a teenager,
and I learned from him at first. Then my father, who was a
painter, and who really taught me to see, let me borrow
his Pentax Spotmatic. I went out all the time and shot
pictures wherever I went. The light meter didn't work, so I
guessed at exposures. The force was with me, you know?
I started to keep an album and liked what warmth I
seemed to draw out from the normally tough people I ran
with. I was about 17 or 18 at the time.
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Hellfire: Is there a lot of opportunity out there for women
photographers?
Katrina: Sure, I guess so. There have been women
photographers since photography was introduced as a
medium. History simply tends to obfuscate the obvious.
You know it's a f--ing man's world.
Hellfire: Did you hit any walls when you decided to do
commercial photography?
Katrina: Personally, no. I look to heroes within the
medium who do commercial work and still retain their
artistic integrity, even if it's between paying jobs.
Professionally, it's tough to break into a field that's
saturated with skillful shooters and rolling right along
without you. Sometimes it's a matter of who you know,
but mainly it takes perseverance and intense promotion.
I've only been making a serious attempt at this for the
past three years.
Hellfire: We love your photographs--How do you choose
your subjects?
Katrina: Thanks, doll! I usually shoot people I know.
People who excite me. Either by how they look or what
they do. Other times I get ideas in mind and wait for the
right person to come along and fill the bill.
Hellfire: Do you tell your subjects what to do, or do you
just let them do what they will?
Katrina: It depends on who I'm shooting. Sometimes I
have a setup in mind that's just totally manufactured,
posed, and made up. Other times I just shoot a person
doing what they do. But it's usually a combination of both.
Like today, for example. I shot a portrait of a woman I
know who's a welder. I had her standing on the hood of
her car wearing all her leather duds and blazing on with
her acetylene torch. Wicked.
Hellfire: A lot of your imagery focuses on sexual
fetishes--have you ever encountered censorship of your
photographs?
Katrina: Yes, and I have the letter to prove it! It's posted
up on the wall. Those idiots at Qualex (in Rockford
Illinois) confiscated my negatives. This was years ago,
before I knew to take my stuff to a professional lab. "The
film you recently delivered to us for processing contains
subject matter that may be in violation of ...blah blah
blah..obscene materials.." The freaks. I wonder what
they're doing with those pictures.
Hellfire: Who are your artistic inspirations?
Katrina: My father, Egon Schiele, Nina Hagen, Matthias
Grunewald, Sally Mann, Bunny Yeager. Oh that's a lotta
Kraut. Dad was good Black Irish, though. I like pictures of
god, religious art from all cultures. Depressing and angry
music get me going too.
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Hellfire: What is beautiful?
Katrina: Strong women.
Hellfire: And what is
ugly?
Katrina: Land
development.
Hellfire: Do you think the
hellfire girls are pervy?
Katrina: Hell, yeah.
Hellfire: Somewhere you
mention Kembra Pfaler's
tattoos--tell us about yours.
Katrina: I have only one. It's about eight years old, on my
left shoulder. It was inked by Guy Aitchison of Chicago. It
is a depiction of the Philosophic Testament of
Pythagoras. "Without fire nothing will be wrought, as no
warrior should be without arms." It comes from an
alchemical manuscript from the 16th century, and it's
basically an urobouros in a figure 8 whose head is that of
a lion, and whose tail is the head of a bird. Inside the top
circle is the sun, and the bottom is the moon. I knew I
would have something to grow into with this one. My
strength comes from my trials.
Hellfire: Tell us about Plushtoy.
Katrina: It used to be my nickname. Now it's a picture
book series.
Hellfire: Who is Ducky Doolittle?
Katrina: She is a Crackpot Scientist and Sexologist. One
of the most buxom and beautiful women in the world, she
is also the hardest working women in any business. She
is destined to be an International Superstar.
Hellfire: Can we touch her monkey?
Katrina: Absolutely NOT. If you read the book, you will
clearly see her warning to girls everywhere not to touch
her monkeys. But she might like to take a bath with you.
(btw, you can order this book from P.O. Box 1241 NYC
10276. send 6$ plus 1$ postage--say you read about it in
Hellfire!)
Hellfire: Who touched your monkey anyway?
Katrina: I can't say. Haven't I already said enough?
Hellfire: Do you consider yourself gay, bi-, tri-, omni-, a-,
or heterosexual?
Katrina: I tried to be straight for a while, but come on.
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Hellfire: What gets you off?
Katrina: Shooting when it's going good is better than
drugs. It gets me off on all levels. It's like a spiritual
epiphany, getting high and figuring out a secret all at once
when I get a shot that I know is the best yet.
Hellfire: Did you do the HTML Coding for your site?
Katrina: Oh, I did that after a few friends showed me how.
They lent me their code, and I figured out the rest. It was
too easy, because it was all lifted.
Hellfire: Where can one purchase a print?
Katrina: Directly
from the artist! Send requests for info to
katrina@bway.net.
Hellfire: Would you send us an autographed self-portrait
to add to the wall of prestigious Hellfire interviewees?
Katrina: Yes. I will kiss it.
Hellfire: Rock! What is your ultimate goal in your work?
And have you achieved it yet?
Katrina: My goal is to make a nice healthy living off the
work I love to do, to be well respected and stay grateful
for what I've got. My ultimate goal is to live in a state of
grace. I now have some of that, but not all.
*self portraits by Katrina del Mar

Katrina's Plushtoy Catalog and list of fine art prints
is available for $1 and a SASE.
Her work is currently on view at her website.
Katrina del Mar Contact Information
katrina@bway.net - http://www.katrinadelmar.com
P.O. Box 1241 NY NY 10276
*Photos on this page by Katrina del Mar. Images may not be
reproduced without permission.*
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